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ABSTRACT
Ionic liquids have properties that are very useful in high performance lubricants.
However, they must be well tuned to the tribological system. Hydrocarbonmimicking ionic liquids have been developed in an effort to overcome some of the
compatibility problems that are holding back the use of ionic liquids in tribology. In
this work, hydrocarbon-mimicking ionic liquids are evaluated as base fluids in
steel-steel reciprocating tribotests. Wear and friction reducing boundary films are
formed and found to be composed mainly of Si and O. An amine additive is found
to stimulate the formation of this boundary film.
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INTRODUCTION

Lubricants enable efficient and reliable motion in moving mechanical assemblies
by reducing friction and wear. Ideally, a lubricant film fully separates the moving
surfaces so that wear is minimized and friction is limited to shearing of the viscous
film. Unfortunately, there are many cases where the fluid film cannot be maintained
and the asperities of the surfaces come into direct contact (i.e., the system
operates in the mixed or boundary lubrication regime). To avoid excessive wear in
these regimes, wear and friction reducing boundary films are required.
Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are a class of advanced synthetic fluids
that are highly polar as the fluids consist entirely of cations and anions [1]–[4].
These fluids were first suggested as advanced lubricating fluids in 2001 in
Reference [5]. As described in Reference [6], they have been intensely researched
in many fields, including tribology, over the past two decades. The ionic nature
means that RTILs readily adsorb on metal surfaces and under tribological
conditions they can form boundary films, even as neat fluids [7], [8]. However, the
tribochemical activity must be well balanced to avoid excessive reactivity and
consequent tribocorrosive wear [9]. Common boundary films of iron fluorides afford
physical protection against wear, but hydrolysis of the fluorides leads to corrosion
through the formation of iron hydroxides and iron oxides. Furthermore, iron
fluorides are Lewis acids and can catalyze the degradation of lubricants.[10], [11].
In our recent work, hydrocarbon-mimicking ionic liquids have been designed for
use as base fluids to reduce the inherent reactivity of the ionic liquid, and to enable
compatibility with existing additives [12]. In this paper, boundary film formation of
novel hydrocarbon-mimicking ionic liquids, designated as P-SiSO, is investigated.
Tribotesting is performed in a ball-on-flat setup using steel-steel in air atmosphere.
Surface analysis by optical profilometry, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is employed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Lubricants
A hydrocarbon-mimicking RTIL with the chemical formula [(n-CαH2α+1)3(nCβH2β+1)P]·[(CχH2χ+1)3Si(CH2)δSO3] — designated as P-SiSO[α-β][χ-δ] — was used
as the base fluid in these experiments. P-SiSO was synthesized by Nisshinbo
Holdings Inc. (Tokyo, Japan), and the molecular design of P-SiSO has been
described in Reference [12]. Low vapor pressure fluids (Fomblin Y)—designated
as PFPE—was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Stockholm, Sweden) and used as the
reference lubricant. The linear formula of PFPE is CF3O[–CF(CF3)CF2O–]x(–
CF2O–)yCF3, and its molecular weight is 3300 g/mol. Two additives were used,
referred to as PNA (N-Phenyl-1-naphthylamine, reagent grade, 98%) and OPP
(Ortho-phenylene phosphate, prepared as described in Reference [13]). The
additives were added at a concentration of 10 mmol/kg. See Figure 1 for chemical
structures.

Figure 1. Chemical structures and abbreviations of ionic liquid base fluid and
additives.

2.2 SRV tribotest
An Optimol SRV tribotester in the ball-on-flat configuration was used to evaluate
the lubrication performance. In accordance with test standard ASTM D6425-11, a
10 mm ball was pressed against the top of a flat stationary disc while being
subjected to a linearly reciprocating motion with an amplitude of 1.0 mm and
frequency of 50 Hz. The ball and disc were made of the AISI 52100 bearing steel
as specified in the test standard. All the tests were conducted in air, with the
relative humidity being ~25%. The test temperature was controlled by heating the
disc support. Three parameters were varied during the tests in this study: normal
load, test temperature, and test duration. These were either held constant (denoted
C) or were varied (denoted V) during the test. The following code was used to
indicate the conditions in the various cases: C{P/T/D} or V{P1–P2/T1–T2/D}, where
P, T, and D represent maximum Hertzian pressure, test temperature, and test
duration respectively. The subscript 1 indicates the nominal minimum value, while
subscript 2 indicates the nominal maximum value of a parameter being varied
during the test. WHz was used to quantify wear, defined in equation 1 [14]:
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WHz = WSD/HzD ≥ 1

(1)

2.3 SEM-EDS analysis
SEM and EDS were used for recording high magnification images and analyzing
the chemical composition of tribofilms, respectively. A low accelerating voltage of
3 kV was employed to resolve the thin tribofilms using a Magellan 400 FEG-SEM
(FEI Company, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The samples were not coated with
any conductive coating prior to inspection. In addition, compositional mapping was
performed by EDS using an X-Max 80 mm2 X-ray detector (Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK). EDS analysis was performed at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV,
which was sufficient to detect the elements contained in the tribofilms (i.e., C, O,
Si, P and S) while limiting beam penetration inside the steel substrate.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Performance of Neat P-SiSO
The effect on friction and wear in response to increasing the applied load from 100
N to 150 N is shown in Figure 2. The reference fluids PFPE converge towards µ ≈
0.15 and WHz ≈ 1.5 while the P-SiSOs display only minor changes in friction and
wear. P-SiSO[4-16][1-2], having the longer-alkyl-chain cation shows a slight
advantage over the shorter-chain cation P-SiSO[4-12][1-2] in this comparison. It
should be noted that in contrast to mineral oils, the alkyl change lengths in P-SiSO
have an inverse relation to viscosity, meaning that the longer-alkyl-chain PSiSO[4-16][1-2] is less viscous than P-SiSO[4-12][1-2]. In relation to the reference
lubricants however, the differences in friction and wear performance between the
various P-SiSO samples can be considered insignificant.
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Figure 2. Results from test conditions C{2.1 GPa /25 °C /60 min} and C{2.4 GPa
/25 °C /60 min}. Diagram shows wear index W Hz versus friction coefficient for two
P-SiSO samples and two reference PFPEs.

The friction traces for neat P-SiSO [6-14][1-2], reference lubricant PFPE, as well
as a fully formulated gear oil (75W-90 GL-5) at test conditions V{2.1–3.0 GPa /25
°C /120 min} are shown in Figure 3. The GL-5 gear oil performs significantly better
than the PFPE reference lubricant; The displayed wear scars correspond to 𝑊𝐻𝑧 ≈
1.75 for the GL-5 compared to 𝑊𝐻𝑧 ≈ 2.64 for PFPE. Also, friction is significantly
lower when lubricated with GL-5 compared to PFPE. However, it is notable that
the P-SiSO in turn performed significantly better than the GL-5 in terms of both
friction and wear. Two repeated tests of neat P-SiSO are shown to visualize the
repeatability. The averaged wear index of P-SiSO is WHz = 1.13.

Figure 3. Results from test conditions V{2.1–3.0 GPa /25 °C /120 min} for neat PSiSO[6-14][1-2].
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The results of neat P-SiSO[6-14][1-2] when provoked by high load as well as
increasingly high temperature can be seen in Figure 4. Three repeated tests of the
neat P-SiSO subjected to conditions V{3.0 GPa /40–80 °C /60 min} are shown. As
can be seen, at temperatures of 40 °C and 60 °C friction remains low at
approximately µ ≈ 0.09. However, as the test temperature is increased to 80 °C
there is a clear shift in lubrication performance in test #1 and test #3. There is a
step increase in friction from µ ≈ 0.08 to µ ≈ 0.12. The post test wear scars display
very different morphologies compared to previous tests where friction remained
low throughout the test, and the wear indices are WHz ≈ 1.96. One of the repeated
tests, denoted test #2, deviate by appearing to pass the test cycle without an
increase in friction. However, inspecting the data at higher time resolution reveals
a spike in friction near the end of the test, indicating that a transition is close.

Figure 4. Results from test conditions V{3.0 GPa /40–80 °C /60 min} for neat PSiSO[6-14][1-2].

3.2 Effectiveness of additive in P-SiSO
Figure 5 displays the results of P-SiSO with PNA, OPP, and PNA+OPP. The test
conditions are V{3.0 GPa /40–80 °C /60 min}, which was seen previously to cause
a transition in lubrication performance for neat P-SiSO at 80 °C. The amine (PNA)
was effective in preventing the transitioning to a higher wear and friction mode,
whereas OPP on its own was not effective in these conditions. When using the
amine in combination with OPP the result was also effective lubrication throughout
the test.
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Figure 5. Results from test conditions V{3.0 GPa /40–80 °C /60 min} for P-SiSO
with additives PNA and OPP.

Neat P-SiSO was unable to maintain the effective primary state of lubrication in
the most harsh conditions tested, C{3.0 GPa /80 °C /30 min}, and shifted
immediately to the secondary mode of higher friction and wear. However, the PNA
additive was consistently able to maintain the effective state of lubrication in these
harsh test conditions. The OPP additive performed better in absence of running in,
as seen when comparing to the previous test V{3.0 GPa /40–80 °C /60 min},
whereas the opposite was true for the combination of PNA+OPP. However, OPP
performance was not as consistent as PNA since transitioning to the secondary
lubrication mode was observed for OPP. The average wear index for neat P-SiSO
was WHz = 2.0, compared to 𝑊𝐻𝑧 = 1.15 for PNA. The results are shown in Figure
6.
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Figure 6. Results from test conditions C{3.0 GPa /80 °C /30 min} for P-SiSO with
additives PNA and OPP..

3.3 Boundary film composition
Images of disc surfaces after testing at V{150 N/40–100 °C/80 min} are shown in
Figure 7. As emphasized in Figure 7a, the wear scar was barely visible by the
optical interferometric profilometer using 2.5× optical magnification. The measured
surface roughness was approximately the same magnitude as the original lapped
surface, i.e., around 50 nm Ra. In the SEM image (Figure 7b), the wear scar can
clearly be detected. When magnification was increased (Figure 7c), dark patches
can be seen covering parts of the surface. Using low voltage (5 keV) EDS, the dark
patches seen in Figure 7c was determined to contain Si and O, as seen in Figure
7d,e, respectively. Contrary to our initial expectation, P or S was not detected on
this surface. Both P and S are commonly used in anti-wear or extreme pressure
additives, and P is frequently reported as an active element in anti-wear films of
ionic liquids containing phosphorus [8], [15]–[17]. Instead, elevated levels of Si and
O were found in the wear track. As seen in Figure 7c–e, Si and O are particularly
associated with the dark patches (tribofilm) on the worn surface.
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a)

b)
Figure 7. Surface analysis of worn disc lubricated with neat P-SiSO at conditions
V{150 N/40–100 °C/80 min}.

Figure 8 shows the SEM images and EDS spectra of the worn disc surfaces from
the tribotest with neat P-SiSO at the conditions V{300 N/40–80 °C/60 min}. The
combined SEM and EDS analysis revealed that the less worn surface, P-SiSO
Neat test #2 (Figure 8a) has a composition similar to what was previously seen for
the test run at V{150 N/40–100 °C/80 min}; Si and O are found in the tribofilm; and
in this case also S (Figure 8c). Regarding the more severely worn sample (Figure
8b), the boundary film composition found in the disc wear scar changed and P was
clearly detected, together with Si, S, O, and C (Figure 8c).
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 8. SEM images and EDS spectra of worn discs lubricated with neat PSiSO at conditions V{300 N/40–80 °C/60 min}.

SEM images and EDS spectra of the wear track lubricated with P-SiSO + PNA
added is shown in Figure 9. EDS analysis was performed on spots both in the
center region and at the edge of the wear scar. In the center region of this effective
boundary film, the composition was rich in the elements related to the silylsulfonate anion, i.e., Si, O and S. At the edge of the wear track, where the contact
pressure was lower, only Si and O were found. P on the other hand, was not
detected at all in this sample, and neither was N, which is an element found in
PNA. The anion seems to be the major contributor to the boundary film, which is
9
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in agreement with the literature on ionic liquids [1]–[3]. The addition of PNA
appears to stimulate the formation of the effective Si-O boundary film, so that
coverage is increased. It does not change the composition of the boundary film
compared to what was seen in previous tests of neat P-SiSO in the primary
lubrication state.

a)

b)
Figure 9. SEM images and EDS spectra of worn discs lubricated by P-SiSO with
the PNA additive at conditions V{300 N/40–80 °C/60 min}.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The hydrocarbon-mimicking ionic liquid P-SiSO forms friction- and wear-reducing
boundary films that are composed of the elements Si and O. The formation of this
boundary film can be stimulated by the addition of an amine. At sufficiently harsh
conditions, the P-SiSO primary boundary film (composed of Si+O) breaks down
and transitions to secondary boundary film that includes P, as well as Si, S and O.
The secondary boundary film, although much less effecitve than the primary,
provides significantly lower friction and wear than the reference PFPE.
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